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“A SIM PLE COFFEE,
BUT A RE AL ONE.

LE CAFE ALAIN DUCASSE
MANUFACTURE A PARIS

Alain Ducasse, with La Manufacture de café and the

NOTHIN G IS A DDED NOR
TA KEN A W AY. THE VA RIET Y
A ND THE PROCES S — FRO M
H A RVESTIN G TO ROASTIN G
— A RE W H AT OPEN THIS
IM M ENSE PALETTE OF
FLAVOURS A ND BOUQUETS.”

boutiques, brings us into a new world of flavours.
Coffee according to Alain Ducasse: a passion for
real ingredients and authentic tastes, a personal
selection of all the crus featured on the menu.
From the coffee tree to the cup, he has mastered
every step in order to preserve the original coffee
flavours and strength.
Alain Ducasse became interested in coffee as part
of his career as a chef. In fact, coffee is often
the very last pleasure offered to a guest, and thus
should be on the same level as the meal.
This interest became a passion when he discovered
the world of coffee plantation and coffee roasting.
His curiosity as a chef with respect to coffee
growers, and the way in which they tame nature
in order to harvest the most beautiful fruits,
is well-known. There, on the coffee farms,
he learned about their work and discovered
a magnificent wealth of flavours. These are
the beautiful taste experiences that Alain Ducasse
offers at La Manufacture de café and the boutiques,
in the form of coffee beans or ground coffee
to take away and coffees to enjoy on-site.
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A L A IN D U C A S S E

From the “cherry”
to the coffee bean

Exceptional crus
a selection of
remarkable origins
The coffees selected by La Manufacture, whether
as beans, ground or in capsules are the fruit of
*the most beautiful plantations, some of which
are genuine exclusives. Roasted and assembled
with precision, they reveal a world of flavours
and aromas.
Among the crus offered, the Geisha from the Mil
Cumbres hacienda, located in western Panama, at the
foot of the Barú volcano, stands out. The plantation
reserves the coffee bean production of one of its
plots for La Manufacture. Another remarkable coffee
comes from Yemen, with hints of chocolate and
occasionally red berries, and a nice texture upon
tasting. The coffee cherries, hand-picked from
the coffee plant, are naturally dried in thin layers
allowing all to breathe perfectly.
Also worth mentioning is the Réunion coffee.
Guibert Boulanger uses no more than 1,000 square
meters – from which the whole harvest is dedicated
to Alain Ducasse - to cultivate the “Bourbon Pointu”,
an Arabica coffee plant called Laurina which has
recently been reintroduced after having practically
disappeared in the 1950s. The coffee plants are
planted on lots which have long been used for
pineapples and sugar cane. The coffee, mild with
a lightly fruity touch, reflects the history of
the land. La Manufacture has built a close
partnership with Guibert Boulanger and his son-inlaw, Yann Bessa, in order to help them develop their
production and to ensure its commercialisation.
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The coffee plant produces a fruit
often called the “cherry”
(its botanical name is “drupe”),
containing two beans. Choosing
the right moment to harvest,
when the fruit is perfectly ripe,
then hand-picking cherry by cherry
in order to obtain an optimal
harvest, are part of the grower’s
savoir-faire. Next comes the
fermentation, followed by the drying
that is carried out using different
techniques, each one having its own
effect on the beans’ final taste.
These green beans are delivered to
La Manufacture where they are then
roasted. This step is extremely
delicate: this is the moment when
the beans will reveal their flavours.
The best roasting settings with
respect to the varietal,
the terroir and even the infusion
technique that will be used
after, espresso or filtered,
must be determined.

“[COFFEE] ROASTIN G IS
LIKE COOKIN G. IT IS
A HIG HLY TECHNICAL A RT
IN W HICH THERE M U ST BE
A LOT OF SENSIBILIT Y
A ND A LITTLE BIT
OF M AGIC.”
A L A IN D U C A S S E
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Experience
A Haute-Cuisine
version of coffee

Alain Ducasse takes on the world of coffee with his
same haute-cuisine standards of excellence that
he uses everywhere, placing all of his savoir-faire
at the service of the client’s experience,
from selecting the crus to the preparation.
Coffee service becomes a ceremony during which the

The Viennese
coffee tradition

cafelier adopts the chef’s gesture. Cascara crushed
in a mortar then thinly sliced, chocolate shaved
like a truffle, lightly whipped cream prepared
“à la minute”: the codes of cuisine transport
coffee amateurs into a new dimension. The tableware
and glassware also contribute to the experience:
silver trays, delicate cups and spoons.
The experience is complete and very sensual.
The coffee reaches new heights in which the client
is immersed. Just as gastronomy, coffeenomy offers
a new experience of coffee.
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The legend assigns the introduction
of coffee in Vienna to a certain
Jerzy Franciszek Kulczycki,
at the end of the siege of
the city by the Ottomans in 1683.
For historians, the real precursor
is another character: Johannes
Theodat. But, what is totally sure
is that Viennese coffee tradition
has existed for centuries. For the
Viennese, coffee houses are very
important: a place to leisurely
spend hours drinking coffee,
enjoying snacks and reading
newspapers.
Coffee is so emblematic that
the Wiener Kaffeehauskultur (the
Viennese coffee culture) has been
registered to the UNESCO intangible
cultural heritage in 2011.
La Manufacture makes reference to
this tradition by using a layer of
newspaper under its Viennese coffee
mugs, which evokes the two meanings
of coffee: a drink and a living
space.

Cafelier®
- Cafeliere®
A person who combines the
knowledge of coffee, a sense of
service and hospitality and the
talent and skills to prepare coffee
beverages.

Coffeenomy®
Knowledge and art of coffee,
from the bean to the cup.

Menu
coffees for
every taste
“W ORKIN G W ITH THE BEST COFFEE
CRU S DE M A ND S RIGOR IN ORDER
TO RESPECT THEIR BALA NCE
A ND REVE AL THEIR FINES SE.”
V ED A V IR A S W A MI
COFFEES TO ENJOY ON-SITE OR TO TAKE AWAY
Eight coffees, to be either enjoyed on-site or to
take away, are on offer: 3 single-origin coffees,
Kenya, Costa Rica, Ethiopia; 3 ‘cru d’exception’
coffees, sourced in limited supply from Yemen,
Panama and La Réunion Island (France); to which two
signature blends are added (made of beans from
Brazil, Laos and Ethiopia for espresso and Burundi,
Congo, Ethiopia for filter coffee), exclusive to
Le Café Alain Ducasse.
Packaged coffee can be bought either as beans or
ground; in the second case, the coffee is ground
for the type of coffee maker at home, espresso
or filter.

CAPPUCCINOS
For even more coffee drinking pleasure,
three cappuccino recipes are offered: the first one
is a very indulgent version with locally sourced
whole milk; the second one is ultra-light with
almond milk; and a third version with a hazelnut
reduction, is particularly easy to digest.
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Beautiful machines
Mythos One by Simonelli® electric
coffee grinders, Puqpress machines
to ensure the perfect tampering…
the best coffees require the best
equipment.
Among them, the most remarkable is
undoubtedly La Marzocco Strada®
espresso machine. The company
La Marzocco was founded in 1927
in Florence by the Bambi brothers,
Giuseppe and Bruno. Their numerous
technological innovations,
reliability and design elegance
have made them the leader in coffee
machines. The Strada model, used at
La Manufacture, was custom designed
for Alain Ducasse. Its transparent
frame allows to show the complex
mechanisms that a high precision
extraction. Considering every coffee
as a recipe, the machine injects in
the ground coffee a rigorously set
volume of water and measures
the obtained level of coffee.
Coffee lovers will be able to
buy all the equipment needed to
reproduce at home the tastes
discovered at La Manufacture de café
Alain Ducasse or the boutiques. They
can find the Feldgrind manual grinder
by Commandante®, the Pearl scale
by Acaia, the Brewista boiler,
the soft filtration Moccamaster®
machine, the Alessi press filter
coffee maker and La Marzocco
espresso machine.

CASCARA
Cascara (in spanish for skin, shell, or peel) is an
infusion of the skin and pulp that make up the

Beautiful
objects

envelope of the coffee cherry. Cascara is served
hot as a tea or cold,

as an iced-tea or whisky-

style, and will win over both coffee and tea
lovers.

A double-walled glass carafe for the
filtered coffee in which the coffee
seems to float in mid-air — this was
custom-designed for La Manufacture
de café by Silodesign studio,
a specialist in this technology
since 2003.
A small cappuccino spoon with the
center taken out so as not to crush
the foam while stirring — this
was the result of a collaboration
between the pop chef Davide Oldani
and the house SchönhuberFranchi,
based in Bolzano (Italy).
A cup from Kronos to allow clients
to enjoy the aromas of ground coffee
- designed by Japanese studio Kinto.

COLD BREW
Coarsely ground coffee is cold-infused for at least
24 hours then filtered. It results in a delicious
aromatic and refreshing beverage, that is draught
like a beer.

PODS
Nespresso© compatible pods are also available to
purchase. These have been specially created to
encapsulate our Signature espresso blend, an ideal
choice for at-home drinking. Made using beans
from Brazil, Laos and Ethiopia, it is characterised
by its perfectly balanced acidity, full body,
and grilled almond notes.
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Different places,
same atmosphere

In Paris, La Manufacture de café, in the Bastille
neighborhood (just steps away from La Manufacture
de chocolat) and the Cherche-Midi boutique,
Left Bank… two locations, two atmospheres, both
celebrating the passion for coffee thanks to our
cafelier, who combines expertise and hospitality.

LA MANUFACTURE DE CAFÉ
The interior design of La Manufacture is signed
by Patrick Laforgue (Atelier Laforgue &
Laforgue, Biarritz), whom Alain Ducasse has
known since their first collaboration in the
early 1980s. Their relationship has remained
strong and it was with him that Alain Ducasse
created La Manufacture de chocolat in 2013. The
two Manufactures also share the same industrial
spirit with a very metallic architectural
expression, starting with the façade frame
and extending to the counter, the furniture
and the display stands.
Coffee is the theme for the interior:
“The coffee bean, like the cocoa bean,
is a living thing. Its transformation is
deliberately made visible to the visitor,”
emphasizes Patrick Laforgue. This is how the
roaster came to be installed in the entrance of
La Manufacture, generously spreading the heady
aromas of coffee throughout the space.
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“OUR A M BITION IS TO BUILD
A CH A IN OF EXCELLENCE
IN W HICH EVERY LINK
COU NTS, FRO M THE GRO W ER
TO THE CAFELIER W HO H A ND S
YOU YOUR CUP OF COFFEE.”
A L A IN D U C A S SE

“LA M A N UFACTURE IS A PLACE
OF CON VIVI ALIT Y IN THE GR A ND
TR A DITION OF THE PA RISI A N
CAFÉS; IT ALS O BRIN G S BACK
A BIT OF THE M A NUFACTURIN G
ACTIVIT Y TH AT THE CIT Y H AS
S O M EW H AT FORGOTTEN.”
A L A IN D U C A S SE

The interior is organized in a very simple
manner: at the entrance, to the left, is a
pewter counter, from Maison Nectoux, for coffee
tasting; to the right is the boutique, where
packaged coffee, in beans or ground, is sold.
At the back, is the production space dominated
by sacks of coffee beans and roasting machines.
On the ceiling, as an industrial accent,
the technical elements (water pipes, electric
cables and ventilation) are exposed.
Many decorative elements were found by Alain
Ducasse and adapted to their new functions:
old brass storefront from the 19th century,
steel display stands recovered from former
Banque de France equipment, doors from the 30’s
signed by Raymond Subes, a well-known iron
artist. And the trolley now used to carry
coffee bags was originally used for gold bars.
Franck Pommery, from the company Demeter
Gestion Technique, oversaw the construction of
La Manufacture de café
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Corporate
Identity
Pierre Tachon (Soins Graphiques
agency, Paris), Artistic Director
of Ducasse Paris, created
La Manufacture’s corporate identity.
Based on a more contemporary version
of the La Manufacture de chocolat
logo, it uses a stencil font that
makes reference to the stencil
inscriptions on the coffee bean
sacks used all over the world.
The “C”, whose silhouette recalls
a stylized coffee bean, is now the
monogram for Le Café Alain Ducasse
brand.
Pierre Tachon and his team have
also created the silver packaging,
that brings together the variety of
bright colours of the national flags
of the coffees’ different countries
of origin. A discreet indication
of the coffee’s strength (mild,
strong or full-bodied) helps clients
make their choice; and a pictogram
indicates if the beans were prepared
for filtered coffee or espresso.
The label’s shape recalls the Maison
Ducasse’s monogram contours.

THE CHERCHE-MIDI BOUTIQUE
Studio Ciguë (Montreuil, France) signed the
interiors of the Cherche-Midi boutique, in the same
spirit as La Manufacture. Metal, wood and unfinished
stone come together to make a comfortable and warm
space. To the left, for on-site tasting, is a
generous counter which welcomes La Marzocco machine.
At the back, are the display stands for packaged
coffee and, to the right, three little round tables
cleverly suspended with their minimalist leather
chairs. The whole space is being bathed in soft
light and coffee aromas.

Two artworks
signed by
Sebastião Salgado
Two photos lent by Sebastião
Salgado are hung in the ChercheMidi boutique. One was taken in the
heart of the Venezuelan Amazonian
forest, at the Ichun-Prarara Falls;
the other on the slopes of Muhabura
volcano, Uganda. Two black and
white images, strong and singular,
to celebrate the powerful nature of
two continents.
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IN LONDON, THE COAL DROPS YARD BOUTIQUE
Located in a reimagined set of coal drops
adjacent to Granary Square and Regent’s Canal,
in Kings Cross, Le Café Alain Ducasse boutique
in London calls Coal Drops Yard its home.
The new retail district opened in October 2018,
houses over fifty independent stores, including
also Le Chocolat Alain Ducasse, from a unique
mix of established and emerging brands, along
with cafés, bars, top independent restaurants
and new public spaces.
The 11-seat boutique, designed by Studio Cigüe,
presents its selection of coffees for enjoyment
on-site in a warm, convivial atmosphere or to
buy for home, packaged as beans with the option
to be ground by the team upon request.
The interior architecture of the space
showcases the technical art of coffee in an
industrial spirit, reflecting the brand’s own
heritage and complementing the craft-driven
surroundings of Coal Drops Yard. Bespoke
machinery takes the form of the world-class
La Marzocco Strada® espresso machine, a model
custom designed for Le Café Alain Ducasse.
A striking pewter bar offers a dedicated
counter for coffee tasting, while a boutique
area towards the back displays packaged coffee
and state-of-the-art equipment for retail.
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Veda Viraswami,
Coffee Roaster

Two-timed French champion in coffee roasting (2017
and 2018), Veda Viraswami is the only French
roaster to hold this title.
He also placed 3rd at the 2018 World Coffee
Roasting Championship. He has collected the most
prestigious prizes including being awarded Meilleur
torréfacteur de France (best roaster in France) in
2011 by the Comité français du café. As further
proof of his excellence, Veda established 2019’s
new roasting test for the Un des Meilleurs Ouvriers
de France (One of the Best Craftsmen of France)
competition and headed up the jury. Following his
various experiences in the grand houses of coffee,
Alain Ducasse entrusted him with the responsibility
of roasting for La Manufacture de café.

“ALL THE ROASTIN G TECHNIQUES
A ND THE PREPA R ATION W ORK TO W A RD S
THE S A M E OBJECTIVE: TO EXPRES S
ALL THE FLAVOURS FRO M THE COFFEE
BE A NS, LO SIN G NOTHIN G.”
V ED A V ER A S W A MI
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La Manufacture
12, rue Saint Sabin
75011 Paris
T 01.40.02.76.90
Ouverture : 1er février 2019

LES boutiqueS
PARIS - CHERCHE-MIDI
47, rue du Cherche Midi
75006 Paris
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ABOUT DUCASSE MANUFACTURE
DUCASSE Manufacture, one of the eight
professions of DUCASSE Paris, was born in 2013
with the opening of La Manufacture de chocolat
on Rue de la Roquette in Paris, followed by
one in Tokyo and, as well as the creation of
numerous Comptoirs and Corners in France,
Japan and London. Today, with the newly opened
La Manufacture de café in Paris and the
boutiques in London and Paris, Alain Ducasse
continues his quest for authentic tastes,
and for the cocoa bean and the coffee bean,
with the same rigor in the sourcing and
transformation, always promising intense
and unique taste experiences.

